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To work with a company can see staying in for several, To find a career with 
continuous advancement possibilities, and challenges. Ability  Great with 
numbers. Created the inventory for a multi-billion-dollar company for several 
years. 

MAY 2010 – APRIL 2011
PANTRY CHEF/SPECIALIST - ABC CORPORATION

 Manage time appropriately to handle hourly rushes and long prep lists.
 Maintain running knowledge of company food preparation procedures in order 

to ensure customer satisfaction with every dish.
 Perform all duties according to company safety policy to maintain a safe 

working environment for all members of the restaurant staff.
 Greet all incoming customers with a smile and friendly disposition, making them

feel welcome in the restaurant.
 Escort customers to their table with as little wait time as possible.
 Coordinate all dining room activities to keep all activity running smoothly 

without hitch or interruption.
 Assist wait staff as needed to prevent long wait times for food and drink.

2005 – 2010
PANTRY CHEF/SPECIALIST - ABC CORPORATION

 I made the deserts, and many other dishes for Roosevelt Lodge in Yellowstone 
for the summer season.

 Also made sure to close the pantry properly at the end of the night.
 I was an excellent asset to the Xanterra team and I worked wonderfully with the 

staff there.
 My biggest accomplishment, I feel, is just making time to make sure the rest of 

the staff knew how much they were appreciated.
 Skills Used Interpersonal skills, and cooking skills.
 Also learned quite a bit about prepping food while I was there..
 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant to your 

current role.

EDUCATION

Diploma
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SKILLS

Food Prep, Cash Handling, Stocking, Knife Handling, Microsoft Office.
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